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Abst rac t - - In t roduc ing  a recently developed powerful method, Riesz basis method as it is called, 
and applying it to the stabilization of a translating tensioned beam through a pointwise control force 
are the two purposes of the paper. An asymptotic analysis, which is different from the one in treating 
the same problem in literature, is used to get a complete asymptotic expansion of the eigenvaiues 
and eigenfunctions for the beam. The controlled system is written as an evolution equation in a 
state Hilbert space whose energy nbrm (induced by inner product) is the total energy of the beam. 
The spectrum-determined growth condition is obtained by showing that there is a set of generalized 
eigenfunctions of the system, which forms a Riesz basis for the state space. As a consequence, the 
stability, particularly the exponential stability of the system, is developed. The analysis used here 
can be extended to other distributed systems and the results ignificantly improve that in [1]. Q 2004 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Beam equation, Riesz basis, Stability. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Translating med ia  mode l  high-speed magnet ic  tapes, band  saws, conveyer belts, transmission 
chains, t ramway cables, textile fibers, webs, paper  sheets, and  like processes. The  high speeds 
of transport required by industry to increase productivity often cause transverse vibration of the 
med ium that degrades product  or process per formance and can even cause system failure. Active 
control of the vibration of such systems is thus becoming  necessary and  many efforts have been 
made over the past two decades in seeking effective means  to suppress the deleterious vibration. 
%'anslating med ia  are typically mode led  as a translating string or tensioned Euler-Bernoulli 
beam.  Yang and  Mote  [2] first designed pointwise controllers for a translating string which  en- 
sure all the eigenvalues of the corresponding closed-loop system to lie strictly within the left-half 
complex  plane by the methods  of transfer function and root locus. The  methods  have been 
successfully imp lemented  on band saws [3] and  chain drives [4]. Recently, the similar p rob lem 
was  considered in [i] for a translating tensioned beam with mixed  boundary  conditions, under 
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a pointwise constraint modeled by a mass-spring-damper subsystem. The  constraint can also 
model  a recording head in tape drives, a guide bearing in band saws, or an eyelet in fiber trans- 
port, where the natural frequencies and damping rates of the system depend on the constraint 
parameters. In [I], not only are all the eigenvalues of the corresponding closed-loop system shown 
to have negative real parts, but also the stability margin defined as the min imum distance over 
all eigenvalues to the imaginary axis is determined. The  necessary, and sufficient condition for 
the stability margin to be positive is obtained. Even so, however, the exponential stability of the 
system still cannot be obtained for the two fundamental questions: whether basis property and 
spectrum-determined growth condition remain true? These two questions will be explained in 
detail in the next section. 
In this paper, we continue to study the system considered in [i]. First, a different approach 
from those used in [I] is applied to get the complete asymptotic expansions of eigenvalues and 
eigenfunctions of the corresponding closed-loop system, which avoids the long computation done 
in [i]. This approach, ignoring the high order of the eigenvalues, is reported systematically 
in [5] to study the asymptotic behavior of eigenvalues of the differential operators. Second, an 
abstract result of Riesz basis generation [6] for the discrete operators in general Hilbert spaces 
is applied to get the Riesz property of this system. The  spectrum-determined growth condition 
is thus concluded and the necessary and sufficient condition for the exponential stability of the 
system is obtained. The  results which are in sharp contrast to [I] answered basis generation and 
spectrum-determined growth conditions, as well as giving necessary conditions for exponential 
stability of the system, which are unsolved in [I], where only analysis of eigenvalue distributions 
was done. Moreover, our model  here is much more complicated than the models studied in [7] 
and the approach used to get asymptotic expansion of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are also 
different and much simpler than that used in [7]. 
Mathematically, the general Riesz basis theory is developed in the context of nonharmonic  
Fourier series, which is originated from works of Paley and Wiener  [8] and developed later by many 
former Soviet mathematicians. The  approach of developing basis property in [6] is essentially the 
perturbation method. This method is very effective to deal with beam equation where the gap 
between adjacent eigenvalues is big. For the string equations, the basic approach is to estimate 
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions, and then find some invertible transformation to transform the 
set of eigenfunetions to be an orthonormal basis. We refer to [9,10] as well as many references 
therein. A recent development for dealing with string systems can be found in [II]. 
Over the past two decades, much research has been devoted to the active control of vibration 
of stationary string and beam equations [6,7,12,13]. For the study of active control of translating 
medium,  we further refer to [2,14-18] and [1,19] and the references therein. 
The  paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the mathematical  model  is introduced. 
Section 3 is devoted to the asymptotic expansion of eigenvalues. The  asymptotic expansion of 
eigenfunctions is given in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5, we  conclude the basis property and 
spectrum-determined growth condition as well as the stability of the system. Some concluding 
remarks are made in Section 6. 
2. MATHEMATICAL  MODEL 
Under  an applied tension P, an Euler-Bernoulli beam of mass per unit length p and flexural 
rigidity E l  is traveling at a constant speed V between two supports separated by a distance L. A 
flexible constraint with mass M,  stiffness K ,  and damping  constant C is positioned at a location 
D from the left, upstream end, as shown in Figure i. The  transverse displacement of the beam, 
relative to the horizontal X axis, is U(X, T). Without  loss of generality, we  assume that the 
equilibrium of the beam coincides with the X axis. The  friction force between the beam and the 
constraint is negligible compared to the tension when they are in contact. When the constraint 
represents a noncontact sensor and actuator, M ~ 0. 
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Figure i. Schematic of a constrained translating beam with mixed boundary condi- 
tions. 
In what  follows, we  consider further a translating beam with the left-end p inned and right-end 
fixed studied in [I] to have a better comparison, although other end conditions could have been 
treated similarly. We introduce the following dimensionless parameters: 
x = T '  Y = T '  d = T '  v = V \--~--[) , t = T I--ikpL4 ) , 
M KL  ~2_  pL2  ~2 v 2. m - -  k - -  c = C (E IpL  2) 112, 7 = - 
pL ' E I  ' E I  ' 
The homogeneous equation describing small transverse motion of the beam with the boundary 
condition and the conditions across the constraint is 
y . (x , t )+2vy~t(x , t ) -Ty~(x , t )+y=~(x , t )=O , O<x<d,  d<x<l ,  
y(0,t) = y~(0 , t )  = o, 
y(1,t) = y~(1,t) = 0, (1) 
y(~-,t)=y(~+,t), y~(d-,~)=yx(~+,t), yx~(d-,t)=y~(~+,t), 
yxx~ (~-, t) - y~xx (~+, t) = ~y,(d, t) + ~y(d, t )  
Here, for simplicity, we  consider only the case of m = 0, that is, the case of noncontact  sensor 
and actuator. Moreover,  we  always assume that 
Ivl ~ vc =V/~2+4.4932,  (2) 
where vc is the critical transport speed, i.e., the lowest speed at which divergence instability 
occurs in the uniform translating beam. 
To turn system (1) into a framework of semigroups, we introduce the underlying state Hilbert 
space H = H~(0, 1) × L2(0, 1), with the inner product induced norm: 
L1  
I I ( f , g ) t l  ~ = [ I f " ( ~ ) l  ~ + Ig(x)l 2] dx, (3) 
where H~(0,  1) = { f  C H2(0, 1) I i (0 )  = f (1)  = f ' (1)  = 0}. System (1) can then he written as 
an evolutionary equation in H:  
~ Y( t )  = (..4 + B)Y( t ) ,  (4) 
where Y( t )  = (y(., t), Yt(', t)) E H,  
A(f,  g) = (g(x) , - f (4 ) (x )  - 2vg'(x)],  (5) 
\ / 
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with 
D(A) = {(f, g) e H~(O, 1) × H~(0, 1)lfl[0,d ] e H4(0, d), 
f lid, l] e H4(d, 1), f"(0) = 0, f "  (d-)  - f "  (d +) = 0, (6) 
f "  (d-) - f '"  (d +) = cg(d) + kf (d)},  
f [[~,b] is the function of f confined on [a, bl, and/3 is a linear bounded operator on H defined by 
B(f, g) = (0, ~f (x ) ) .  (7) 
The energy E(t) of the system is given by 
E(t) = -~ [yx~(x,t) + y~(x,t)] dx = I lg(t)lt 2 
LEMMA 1. 
(i) A -1 exists and is compact on H. 
(ii) A generates a Co-semigroup on H, so does A + 13. 
(iii) A + 13 is a discrete operator on H. Therefore, cr(A + 13), the spectrum of A + B, consists 
of isolated eigenvalues only. 
(iv) Re ~ < 0, for a11 ~ ~ ~(A + 13). 
PROOF. Through a long but straightforward computation, the proof of Assertion (i) is trivial by 
virtue of the Sobolev embedding theorem. In order to prove Assertion (ii), we need the following 
equality which is straightforward 
Re (A( f  , g), ( f  , g)} = -c[g( d) I 2 - k f ( d)g(d). 
Since If(d)[ 2 <_ f~ If"(x)l 2 dx, it follows that 
Re ( A ( f  , g), (f, g)) = -clg( d)l 2 - k f ( d)g( d) 
k 
-2lg(d)12 + ( -~c)  II(/,g)ll 2- 
Hence, A - k/(2v~c) is dissipative. Due to the compactness of A, we can find a p > k/(2v~e) 
such that (A - p ) - i  exists. Because of this, together with the fact that A - p is dissipative, we 
conclude that A-p  generates a C0-semigroup on H, so do A and A+13. To show Assertion (iii), 
let us take a A > 0 sufficiently large such that A C p(A) and I](A - A)-113H < 1. Then, it follows 
from the fact that A - A - 13 = (A - A)[I - (A - A)-113], A E p(A + 13), and (A - A - 13)-1 = 
[ I  - (A - A)-zB]-z(A - ,4) -1 is compact. Assertion (iv) is proved in Lemma 1 of [1] under 
assumption (2). 
3.  ASYMPTOTIC  EXPANSION OF  E IGENVALUES 
Solving the eigenproblem of A + 13, that is, for some complex A and (¢, 9) ¢ 0 satisfying 
(A + 13)(¢, 9) = A(¢, 9), one has that ¢ = A¢ and ¢ # 0 satisfies 
A2¢(x)+2vA¢ ' (x ) - -~/¢H(x)+¢m'(x )=0,  0<x<d,  d<x<l ,  
¢(0) = ¢"(0) = ¢(1) = ¢'(1) = 0, 
(8) 
¢"'(d-) - ¢"  (d+) = (cA + k) ¢(d). 
The solution to (8) can be found to be (see [1]) 
f ff[le l~lx ÷ A2 e~2z -k .43e paz -k A4 et~4z, 0 < x < d, 
¢(X) : [ /~le,l(x_l ) ÷ B2e,2(x_l) +/~3e,,(x_ l  ) + ~4ett4(x_l) ' d < x < 1, (9) 
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where 
V 
#~,~ : ~i :~ ¢Y/~:~ (A~) -~/~ + o (tAI-~/~), 
(10) 
#a,4=-v - i+ i , / -~: i~(A i )  -~/2 + O 0A1:3/2 ) as IA I -~ ,  
2 
where 0 = 7/4 + v~/8, and Ai, Bi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, are constants determined by the boundary 
conditions. By ¢(0) = ¢(1) = 0, we have 
A1 (e t~z - e tt3z) + A2 (e u:~: - e m~)  + A3 (e #~ - em~)  , 0 < x < d, 
¢(X) = J]~l (ett2(x-1) -- e#4(x--1)) -~" B2 (e#l(x-1) - ett4(x-1)) ~- B3 (ett3(x-1) - ett4(x-1)) , 
d<x<l ,  
(11) 
where Ai, Bi, i = 1, 2, 3 are determined by the left boundary conditions: 
¢"(0) = ¢'(1) = 0, 
¢'(~-) : ¢'(~+), 
~(d-) =~(e+), ~'(~-) =¢(~+), 
¢"  (d-) - ¢"  (d+) = (cA + k)¢(d). 
02) 
Substituting (12) into (11), we find that 
M (A1, A~, A3, B1, B2, B3) T = 0, (13) 
where 
M=(M,  M~) 
Ms M4 ' 
#~ - #~ #~ - #3 #~ - #3 
M~= 0 0 0 
\E l (d )  E3(d) E2(d) - e3(d) ea(d) - E3(d) 
( 0 0 
2!//2 = #2 - -  #4  #1 - -  #4  
E4(d - 1) - E2(d - 1) e4(d - 1) - El(d - 1) 
{ #~e~ (d) - mE~ (d) 
! 
\ M31 
M31 = #~E~(d) - #3E3(d) -
M~ : #~e~(e)  - #~e~(d)  - 
M~ : #~E~(d)  - #~e~(e)  -
o ) 
#3 -- #4 
E4(d - 1) - E3(d -  1) 
#2E2(d) - #3E3(d) #4E4(d) - #3E3(d) 
! 
#2E2(d ) - #3E3(d) #2E4(d) - #3Ez(d) ~ ' 
M32 M33 ] 
(cv 2 + k)[el (~) - E~ (d)], 
(ep 2 + k)[E2(d) - E3(d)], 
(cp 2 + k)[E4 (d) - E3 (d)], 
with 
[ #4E4(d - 1) - #2E2(d - 
M4 = Itt~E4(d 1) #2E2(d- 
\,~E4(~ 1) ,~E2(d -  
1) ~4E4(d-  1) -#1E l (d -  1) 
1) ~2E4(d- -  1) - -#21E l (d -  1) 
1) tt3E4(d - 1) - I.t3El(d - 1) 
/~4E4(d- 1) -#3E3(d-  1) 
,~E4(d 1) /~32E3(d-1)) , 
#3En(d 1) #33E3(d- 1) 
E, (z )  = e "'~, i = 1, 2, 3, 4. (14) 
It is seen that (13) admits a nonzero solution if and only if det(M) = 0. 
Since all the eigenvalues of A + B are located on the left-half complex plane and appear in 
conjugate pairs, we may consider only those A with ~/2 < argA < ~. 
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Let X = p2. Then as 7r/2 5 arg X 5 7r, 
q,arg,<;. (15) 
Now set 
3/47ri wl=e , T/4i w2=e , wg = -w2, w4=--WI, 
(16) 
. 
In what follows, p is always assumed to be in S. The following important facts are used frequently 
in the sequel: 
Re (pwl) = -jpI sin (argp + s) I --$/PI < 0, 
Re (pwz) = IpI cos 
( 
arg p + : 
> 
i 0. 
(17) 
Equation (10) is then written as 
p1,2 = ;i T 6w1p-l+ w2p + 0 (p-“) , 
/.L3,4 = -ii ‘F 29w2p-1 f w1p -I- CJ (p-") ) 
(18) 
as IPI ---) cm. 
Therefore, 
, for some & > 0, (19) 
and 
E3,4(z) = e 
By these estimates, det(M) = 0 if and only if 
det(L) = 0 (pe2), (21) 
where 
(2 + w (WI - w2) p-1) a 
0 
b (1 -t t!Jwldp-l) 
0 0 
l?L (i + 1+ VW@-1) 0 > 
-6 [l + tiwl(l - d)p-l] - [l + 79~41 - d)p-‘] 
wzab [l + (F -&I&-~] -wzb [l- (y - &+i) p-l] -q [l - (y - &Jzd) p-lj 
L3 = ab [l + (VW2 - 9Wld) p-l] b [l - (vwz - 8wld) p-l] -1+ (VW1 - l9wzd) p-l 
w;ab(1+$‘wz-3w1$) -$ -w;b(1-~~2+1(3c,q$)-~ --w~(l-~w,+ijw2~) -; ’ 
i 
wy?Li 1 - $wz - t9w1 y 
( ) -W2ql++p2+BWl~) -w1(1+~W1+19w2~) 
L4 = -a6 [l - (wwz + 79Wl (1 - d)) p-l] -6 [1+ ( w2+t%(l--))p-y 
wpii, 1 - $$J2 - l9Wl y 
( ) ( 
-wqs 1+ $yz + l9Wl$$ 
where a = ewd, & = ,w+-d), b = e4id, ; = e--v/N--d). 
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Thanks  to MAPLE ,  we  can easily compute  det(L). After getting rid of the higher-order terms, 
we  can write (21) to be 
e~2P- i+V 4~-c+~' (4~+c)+ ce~d 1+ic~2~(1-~)2 +°(F~)=°' 
This can be further written as 
~2~ _ i + V 4~ - c + ~(4~ + ~) + ~2~.~ _ 1 _ ie~( l _ .  ) + O (p -s )  = 0. (22) 
First, (22) implies e 2~°2o = i + O(p-~), which solutions p = p~ are easily found to be 
where n > 0 are sufficiently large integers. Substituting (23) into (22) and comparing the order 
of both sides, we find that the O(n -~) in (23) satisfies 
2 
After simple calculations, we obtain 
(.9(~-1) - 4Pn 1 -cos  2n-f- 7rd +--+(-0(n-2)'fln 
that is, 
p,~= n+ 7rw2- 4~n 1 -cos  2n+ 7r +p~ 
Therefore, 
A ,~- -p~=-2  1 -cos  2n+ ~vd +i  2v ~+ n+ ~2 +(9(n - i ) .  (25) 
We summarize this result as the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. A11 the eigenyalues of A + 13, except a finite number of them, are of the form 
{A~, An}, where A~ satisfies asymptotic expression (25). 
THEOREM 2. 
(i) I f  d = p/q is rational for some coprime integers p and q, then there are at most q number 
of branches of eigenvalues such that 
ReA- -* - [  1 -cos  2k+ dTc , k=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,q -1 ,  aslA[---~oo. (26) 
Moreover, Re A --+ 0 if and only if d = 4m/(4n + 1), where m, n are positive integers. 
(ii) I f  d is an irrational number, then for any fl E [0, 1], there are an infinite number of 
eigenvalues A such that 
ReA ~ 2/9 - , as I;~[ ~ oo. (27) 
Therefore, the asymptotes of eigenvalues are dense in 
C 
- -  <ReA<0.  (28)  ¢)  - -  
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PROOF. Assertion (i) is proved in [1]. For irrational d, we need the following result cited in [1]. 
For any positive a, N, e, there are integers n and p such that n > N and 
[nd-p-  a[ < e, (29) 
(see [20]). Now, for given fl E [0, 1], let ~ be a real number such that 1 - cos 2~7r = fl, for any 
e~ ~ 0, n and p satisfying (29) for e --- e, and c~ = ~ - d/4. Then, 
Hence, 
1 -  cos (2n+ 1 / d~= 1-cos2(nd-p-a)~cos2~r +sin2(nd-p-a)~sin2~. 
as a result, we get 
1 -cos (2n+ 1)  dzr--~l-cos2~zr=j3; 
Re A ~ - /~ .  
The proof is thus complete. 
Theorem 2 concludes that the necessary condition for system (1) to be exponentially stable, 
that is, the energy E(t) = (1/2)f~[y~(x,t) + y2t(x,t)] dx satisfies 
E(t) < Me-~tE(O), 
for some M,w > 0, is that d is rational and d ~ 4m/(4n + 1) for all positive integers m and n. 
However, since the spectrum-determined growth condition has not been verified yet, we are not 
able to get the exponential stability for the time being just because of what is explained in the 
Introduction. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC  EXPANSION OF  E IGENFUNCTIONS 
Let An be determined in Theorem 1. Let (A~lCn, Cn) be the eigenfunction of fl[ + 13 corre- 
sponding to An, where ¢~ is defined by (11) with substitution of A by An. In this section, we 
shall investigate the asymptotic behavior of Cn(x). Since other cases are similar, we treat only 
the case of x E [0, a~. From (13) and linear algebra theory, (A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3) can be taken 
as the corresponding algebraic ofactors of the last row of M if the latter are not identical to 
zero. In particular, ¢(x), 0 < x < d can be taken to be the determinant ofmatrix M in (13), but 
the last row of M is replaced by 
(El(X) -E3(x),E2(x) -E3(x),E4(x) -E3(x),0,0,0) 
if it is not  identical to zero. So  
¢(x)=det(M(x)), (30) 
where 
M1 h:/4 M(x)= M~(x) ' 
/ #161 (d) - #3E3(d) 
M3(x)=/#12E: Idl  E3(x)#~E3(d) 
#262 (d) - #3E3 (d) 
(d)  - , 63 (d)  
- 
/ '#4E4(d-  1) -#2E2(d--  1) 
M4 = ~1~2E4( d -  1) -p~E2(do 1) 
#4E4(d- 1) - t t lE l (d -  1) 
#~E4(d -- 1) -- tt21E1(d - 1) 
0 
Iz4E4(d) - #3E3(d) 
.4~E4(d) - ~63(d)  ) , 
E4(x) - E~(x) 
#4Ea(d-  1) - t t3E3(d -  1) x~ 
tz24E4(d 1) l-t2E3(d 1))  , 
0 
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and 
with 
p-:¢"(x) = det (M(z)), 
M(x)=( M1 M~) 
~(~) ~4 ' 
{,1E~(d!-,~E~(d) 
J~3(X) = [ .2E l (d )  [z32E3(d) 
\.~E~(x) .~E~(x) 
Again it follows from (17), (18), and (20) that (up to a scalar) 
~2E2 (d) - ~3E3 (d) 
#~E2 (d) - #~E3 (d) 
#2E2(x ) - #32E3(x) 
with 
¢(x) = det (L(x) ) + 0 (p-l), 
#4E4 (d) - #3E3 (d) 
#~E4(d) - #32E3 (d ) / "  
O<x<d,  
L1 L2) 
L(x )= £,3(x) £,4 ' 
L I=  0 0 0 , 
ew2dpev/2id ev/2id e-v/2id 
( o o o) 
L2 = i - 1 (i + 1)e ~( l -d) ;  0 , 
_eW~(l-d)Pe-V/2~(l-d) _e-V/2i(l-d) _eV/2i(1-d) 
{w2ew2dPev/2id _w2ev/2id _aJle-V/2id \ 
L3 = [ e w2dpev/2id e v/2id --e-v/2id ) , 
\ L31 L32 L~3 
(31) 
(32) 
L31 = ev/2iZeW2p x _ e-v/2ixewlp x, 
L32 = eV/2ix ew2p(d-x) _ e-v/2ix ew2Pd ewlp x, 
{ W2ew2(1-d)pe-v/2i(1-d) 
L4 :  I--ew2(1-d)oe-V/2i(l-d) 
Similar treatment can also be done for p-1¢, .  
By the help of MAPLE again, we finally obtain, for x E [0, d], that 
L33 ~ e--v/2iXeWl(d-x)p, 
_~2e-v/2i(1-d) _a)lev/2i(i-d) ) 
_e-v/2i(1-d) ev/2i(1-d) . 
0 0 
~n~X, = e~J2~x d' [COS (n+ ~)~,X+d, COS (~+ :)~'X ~'] +O ~1~ 
(33) 
THEOREM 3. Let An be de~ned as in Theorem 2. Let (A~lCn, On) be the eigen&nction of A + B 
corresponding to An. Then, (A~1¢~, On) has the asymptotic expression (33) when x E [0, d], and 
Cn(x) = e'/2i¢-d) [cos (n + ~ ) ~(x + d) - cos (n + l ) ~r(x - d)l 
whereas x e [d, 1]. Both (33) and (34) hold uniformly and pointwisely for x e [0, 1]. 
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5. RIESZ BASIS PROPERTY 
Let us recall that, for a closed linear operator A in a Hilbert space H, a nonzero x E H is 
called a generalized eigenvector of A, corresponding to an eigenvalue A of A, if there is a positive 
integer n such that (A - A)nx = 0. The root subspace of A corresponding to/k is given by 
H~ = {x I 3 n such that (), - A) ~ x = 0}. 
The dimension m~ of H~ is called the algebraic multiplicity of )~. When m~ = 1, we say that ;~ 
X c~ is algebraically simple. A sequence { n}l E H is called a Riesz basis for H if there is a bounded 
invertible linear operator T on H such that 
TXn = en, n> 1, 
e oc and { ~}1 is an orthonormal basis for H. In other words, Riesz basis is such a basis that is 
equivalent o an orthonormal basis. Suppose that {A~}~ c a(A) are eigenvalues of A which lie 
in some left-half complex plane and 
m~ = dim H~ = 1, (35) 
for sufficiently large n. If there are {x~}~_~l C H~ such that ~x  ~ '~ ~ forms a Riesz basis, L[  n i  J i= l Jn=l  
then for any 
oo mn 
n=l  i= l  
the solution of 2(t) = gx(t),  x(O) = xo can be written as 
mn mn 
X(t )= E e ;~t Ean~ E fn i j ( t )xn~,  
n=l  i= l  j= l  
where fnij(t) are polynomials of order not beyond m,~. For this case, the spectrum-determined 
growth condition holds true, that is, 
w(A) = lira -1 log IleAtll =- S(A) = supfRe),  I )~ C or(A)}, 
t -*oo t 
where e At is the C0-semigroup generated by A [21]. Note that the spectrum-determined growth 
condition is a very hard problem for infinite-dimensional systems. A typical counterexample 
from partial differential equations where this property fails can be found in [22]. Condition (35) 
is crucial to the validity of the spectrum-determined growth condition even if the basis property 
is verified. A typical counterexample is given by Example 3.6 in [23]. 
In most situations, the verification of Riesz basis is based on the classical Bari's theorem. The 
following result developed recently in [6] turns out to be very useful. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a densely-defined discrete operator (i.e., there is a A E p(A), the resolvent 
of A, such that (A - A) - t  is compact on H) in a Hilbert space H. Let {¢~}~o be a Riesz basis 
for a Hilbert space H. If  there are an integer N >> 0 and a sequence of generalized eigenvectors 
{¢~}~+~ of A such that 
fi l l¢~ -¢412 < oo, 
N+I  
then, we have the following. 
(i) There are constant M > N and generalized eigenvectors {tbn0}l M of A such that {tb~0} M U 
{tb,}~+t form a Riesz basis for H. 
(ii) Let {%bn0} M U {%bn}~+l be the generalized eigenvectors corresponding to eigenvalues 
{~r~}~ of A. Then, ~r(A) = {cr~}~, where cr~ is counted according to its aIgebraic 
multiplicity. 
(iii) I f  there is an integer Mo > 0 such that ~ ¢ ~m, for all m, n > Mo, then there is an 
integer No > Mo such that MI ~ are algebraically simple, for a11 n > No. 
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It goes without saying that the most  advantageous aspect of Theorem 4 is that the estimation 
of "lower frequencies" can be ignored, which is the most  difficult in verifying basis property. As  
for the "high frequencies", some efficient method  such as asymptotic analysis can be used to get 
as accurate an estimate as we need. This method  has been successfully applied in studying the 
stationary Euler-Bernoulli beam equations (see [6,7]). 
Now,  we come to our system. Let 
• n : tn ) ,  (36) 
where ¢~ is determined by Theorem 3. We want to show that {~n, ~} satisfies the condition 
of Theorem 4 for a proper reference Riesz basis. It is seen that the dominant terms of (34) are 
independent of % Therefore, (34) is still valid for the case of V = 0. Furthermore, when c = h = 0, 
estimate (34) also holds true. Define the operator A0 as the operator A with c : k = 0, that is, 
Ao(f,g) = (g(x),-f(4)(x) - 2vg'(x)) , (37) 
P(Ao) = {(f, 9) • (H~(0, 1) • g4(0, 1)) x H~(O, 1) t f ' (0 )  = 0}. 
Then, it is easily shown that 
.A~ = -A0 .  (38) 
That is, .4~ is a skew-adjoint operator in H with compact inverse Ao 1. Therefore, from general 
operator theory, there is a sequence of eigenfunetions of ~40, which forms a Riesz basis for H 
(see, e.g., [24]). Moreover, the algebraic multiplicity of each eigenvalue # of ~40 equals to its 
geometric multiplicity (the number of linear independent eigenfunetions associated with #). Since 
all analysis of the last section remains valid for the case of e = k = V = 0, it is seen that, for all 
# • G(A0) with [#[ large enough, # is geometrically simple, and hence, algebraically simple. Let 
= = (39) 
with c -- k = ~ = 0. Then, (34) implies that there is an N > 0 such that 
= (40) 
n>N n>N n) ,N 
The same thing is true for their conjugates. Since for large n, #~ is algebraically simple, all 
(~ ,  ~,~}, but at most a finite number of special eigenfunctions consist of eigenfunctions of ,40. 
Hence, Theorem 4 is applicable and we obtain the main result of this article. 
THEOREM 5. Let A + 13 be defined by (4). Then, we have the following. 
(i) There is a sequence of generalized eigenvectors of,4 + B, which forms a Riesz basis for H. 
(ii) There is an integer M > 0 such that all AN determined in Theorem 2 are algebraically 
simple as n > M. 
Therefore, for the Co-semigroup generated by A + B, the spectrum-determined growth condition 
holds true, i.e., ~(~4 + B) = S(A + 13). 
Combining Theorems 2 and 5, we conclude the exponential stability of system (1). 
THEOREM 6. System (1) is exponentially stable, that is, 
E(t) < Me-~'E(O), 
for some M, o~ > 0, E(t) = (1/2) f01 [y~(x, t) + y~(x, t)] dx, if and only if d is a rational number 
and d ~ 4m/(4n ÷ I) for all positive integers m and n. 
From Theorem 6, we see that the stability is not robust to the control position d. Robustness 
of linear feedback control is a hard problem. Some results on this aspect from an input-output 
point of view can be found in [25,26]. 
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6.  CONLUDING REMARKS 
In this paper, we obtain the asymptotic expansions for both eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
of a translating tensioned beam through a pointwise control force. The approach used here for 
the asymptotic analysis of eigenvalues i different from that used in [1], which comes mainly 
from the technique of [5], and the analysis for eigenfunctions is different from that used in [7], 
where the explicit expression of eigenfunction is required. An abstract condition of Riesz basis 
generation for discrete operators in general Hilbert spaces is applied to get the Riesz property and 
the spectrum-determined growth condition is concluded. The necessary and sufficient condition 
for the exponential stability of the system is obtained. The results improve significantly the ones 
in [1] for the pure analysis of eigenvalue distributions. 
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